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WYSTEM. Launch party on Monday night. First session with Amy and Dan Surdam had 75
current viewers at a peak with average watch time about 12 minutes. The effort to post the live
feed requires considerable time for ET. There was discussion of technical issues behind posting
episodes, and the need to use media other than just talking heads. Lars discussed need for chat
function during videos. Ryan suggested getting s separate location for storage of archival videos.
ET suggested putting them on WTCC or Array websites. It was decided that ET propose one
teacher should be a moderator and the other should troubleshoot during video live feed.
Feedback so far mostly positive. Press release sent out today to all PR contacts.
Discussion of importance of delegating to WTCC members as new projects emerge, to avoid
spreading existing members too thin.
ShopWYO platform (e-commerce platform for all small businesses in WY) demo’ed to WBC
today. Should be launching next week. There was discussion of integrating with GIS project.
Governor’s Office. Ryan and Nicholas gave an update on Tuesday call with Renny McKay of the
Governor’s office. They see our ability to research, read, and report as potential value for them.
Renny said he would reach out to DOH to see if there are things we can look at. Ryan said there
was interest in evaluating contract tracing software. He raised an action item is to “rekindle” the
contact tracing research team at WTCC perhaps to prepare a report in a few weeks if the
Governor decides to buy some contact tracing software. Ryan also described the request
process for PPE through FEMA. Groups other than first responders and healthcare workers are
not high priority. Governor’s office is working with Amazon.com to procure PPE. McKay also
wants to be involved in Moonshot discussions. He wishes to be a conduit for information
between WTCC and Department of Health. McKay wants to set up weekly meetings.
Moonshot. Lois Wingerson reported that there are 8 members of the Moonshot leadership
team, meeting every weekday until May 18 deadline for project plan. Nicholas added that he is
having a meeting with Meredity Asay, the Director of Government Relations at University of
Wyoming. Moonshot team to have an interim meeting with Executive Leadership Team at 5 PM
Friday.
PBS documentary goes live at 7 PM Friday. It’s a one-hour documentary about people working
to confront the Coronavirus pandemic. Not known how many WTCC members will be featured
or for how long.

